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Help parents and kids get out on the courts and playing tennis quickly! Andy Ace takes parents and

kids on a fun-filled journey from the sporting goods department to the courts to learn the strokes and

some tips for practicing. The journey ends with the story of an exciting match with Danny Deuce!

Full-color illustrations are included with easy to follow descriptions to help players of all ages get out

on the courts and playing tennis quickly. Andy wrote this book to help his mom and dad, his sister

Alley, and her friends Chip and Lucy to get out on the courts and play tennis. In it, you will learn

about the game of tennis, including things like: - what equipment you will need - how to make the

court smaller for beginners - how to hold the racquet - how to warm up - how to move your feet -

how to serve and hit all the strokes He has included his favorite games and drills which parents and

kids can do together. You will learn about tennis etiquette and sportsmanship. You also will learn

about match play as you follow me through an exciting match with Danny Deuce.
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This book contains everything a player and parent need to know in order to begin playing tennis.

The illustrations provide an excellent opportunity to see what strokes should look like as well as

providing detailed information about the court itself and rules. As a high school tennis coach I

believe all beginning players regardless of age would benefit tremendously from reading this book

before ever stepping onto a court. Often times I hear parents say they wished they knew more about



the game when watching their child play. Let's Play Tennis is also the perfect place for parents to

gain basic knowledge of rules, scoring, and tennis etiquette so they can provide positive support for

their child. As a parent myself, I spend time weekly reading this book with my four and six year old

children so they can learn to love the game of tennis as much as I do. They really appreciate the

illustrations and have already both set the goal of trying to beat me. If you or your child have any

interest in learning a game you can play together forever this book is a must have!

My kids love this book! They want more stories from Andy Ace!!! I promise you that from a mother's

perspective (my son is 5 years old & daughter is 4) this book delivers to BOTH the parent & the

child. It is easy to read & truly helped me learn how to help teach my children tennis AND my kids

loved following Andy's tennis journey throughout the book. The kids are captivated by the colorful

pictures & easy to understand descriptions and they are left at the end of the book asking me for

another Andy Ace story! Wonderfully put together. Thank you for finally giving us a genuinely great

tennis book for kids!

As Andy Ace says, "Tennis is a lifetime sport" and Patty has done a beautiful job of explaining the

game of tennis to players of all ages. By creating fun characters that children can relate to and

explaining the game through their experiences, this book will inspire future tennis players. The

beautiful and brightly illustrated pictures and "talking bubbles" add fun and character to this book! I

wish we had a book like this to read when our children asked us if they could play that game with a

racket and tennis ball!! ~ SUSAN JOHNSON, First grade teacher and tennis mom of three, Andover,

MN

Let's Play Tennis is extraordinary resource for any child interested in the game of tennis. It details

how the game is played with kid friendly language, colorful illustrations, and an easy to follow lay

out. I highly recommend this book.

Bought this for my preteen kids to learn some about tennis. It is a pretty simple book, which works

well for the kids.
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